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Mathematics comes down to pattern recognition. We identify patterns in the world around us and use them to navigate their challenges. To do all this, however, we need numbers - or at least the information that our numbers represent. What are numbers? As we'll explore later, that's a deceptively profound question, but you already know
the simple answer. A number is a word and a symbol representing a count. Let's say you walk out of the house and you see two angry dogs. Even if you didn't know the word two or knew what the corresponding numeral is like, your brain would have a good understanding of how a two-dog encounter compared to a three-, one- or zerodog situation. We owe this innate understanding to our brain (specifically, the inferior parietal lobe), which naturally extracts numbers from the surrounding environment in the same way that identifies colors [source: Dehaene]. We call that number meaning, and our brains come fully equipped with it from birth. Studies show that although
babies have no notion of human number systems, they can still identify changes in quantity. Neuroimaging research has even found that babies have the ability to engage in logarithmic counting, or recounting based on integral increases in physical quantity. While a baby won't see the difference between five teddy bears and six teddy
bears on a schedule, he or she will notice a difference between five and 10 [source: Miller]. Numedulus sense plays a vital role in the way animals navigate their environments - environments where objects are numerous and often mobile. However, the numerical sense of an animal becomes more imprecise with increasing numbers.
Humans, for example, are systematically slower to calculate 4 + 5 than 2 + 3 [source: Dehaene]. At some point in our ancient past, prehistoric humans began to develop a way to increase their numerical sense. They began to rely on the toes and toes. That's why so many numerical systems depend on groups of five, 10, or 20. Base-10 or
decimal systems stem from the use of both hands, while base-20 or vigesimal systems are based on the use of toes and toes. Thus, ancient humans learned to outsource their numede sense and, in doing so, they arguably created humanity's most important scientific achievement: mathematics. It shook the world with passion and
indignation. At least 2 million people marched Saturday in more than 800 protests in March for our lives across the country and around the world -- with 800,000 people attending Washington, D.C., alone, making it the largest one-day protest in the nation's capital's history -- from Boston to Baton Rouge, Louisiana, with solidarity events in
Edinburgh, Sydney, Tokyo and London. Harvest your svelte way. Yogurt has belly flattening skills. People on a low lime diet that included fat-free yogurt lost 81 percent more ab fat than those on a similar similar plan did not include yogurt, a study from the University of Tennessee at Knoxville found. The balance of carbohydrates and
proteins can keep blood sugar levels stable and prevent hunger, while calcium can help your body store less fat. Size your glass. To ensure the slimming powers of your yogurt, stock 6-ounce selections that have these caloric caps: 90 for simple fat-free, 110 for low-fat plain and 130 for flavor. Also, avoid low fat types with more than 1
gram of saturated fat. Be on sugar patrol. Six ounces of most plain yogurts have about 12 g of natural milk sugar. Every 4 g on top of that is a teaspoon of added sugar — if yours has 25 g, consider dessert! Take your fill. Look for an unflavored yogurt with at least 8 g of satiating protein. Greek yogurt (which is thicker and tangier) can
contain almost twice as much protein, but there is one catch: less calcium. Switch regular and Greek to the best of both worlds. Build your bones. Six ounces of unflavored yogurt should have 30% of your daily calcium needs. Aim for 19% in fruity flavors, which exchange some calcium-rich yogurt for fruit. Love insects. Probiotics, the
healthy bacteria of yogurt, have been linked to strong immune systems and a lower risk for gum disease and even some cancers. But not all yogurts have enough of the good stuff. The National Yogurt Association's Live &amp; Active Cultures label appears in some boxes they make (like yoplait's, right). Add honey for a ride. It contains
prebiotics, a carbohydrate that helps yogurt insects thrive. Snag smart add-ons. Simple varieties with added vitamin D are good choices, as many people are D deficient, says self-contribution contributing editor Janis Jibrin, R.D. Feel free to skip fiber-fortified selections —they get their grams of inulin, which has no heart-helping benefits—
and outperform whole grain cereals instead. To try. The watery layer that sometimes settles on top of your box is a yogurt benefit. It is whey protein, which contains muscle-building amino acids. Move it in; Don't get out of your way. Serve for dinner. Roasted salmon coat with yogurt and dill — vitamin D in fish helps your body absorb
calcium from yogurt. For burgers, add a cup of fat-free Greek yogurt and 3/4 cup of bread crumbs to a pound of ground beef; lactic acid amanizes meat. Tame your belly. Great news: many lactose intolerant people can still eat yogurt. Probiotics produce a problematic lactose-breaking enzyme, says Fritz François, M.D., assistant professor
of medicine at New York Medical University in New York. Try a spoon and wait 20 minutes to check the symptoms before finishing the glass. Photo credit: Stephanie Rausser Rausser Rausser
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